
PRESENTING HYBRID 



hybrid hy·brid /Noun  
 
A thing made by combining two 
different elements; a mixture. 



Hybrid (Definitions by Hybrids & Co):  
 

1 + 1 > 2 
 





Hybrid (Definitions by Hybrids & Co):  
 
Apple Spice Cake + Ice Cream. The ice 
cream melts into the cake. That’s the hybrid.  



1. SPACE BETWEEN 
 

2. PEOPLE  
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i n t e r w o v e n  p a v i l i o n
The Interwoven Pavilion works on multiple scales.  It operates at a micro and macro level through both its 
formal qualities and social impact.  Visually, the pavilion appears to be a monolith; only on closer inspection 
can it be seen to be woven from plastic bags.  While it is the work of a few, to be constructed, it requires 
contributions from many.  Its playful qualities do not preempt its important lessons about sustainability.   
While the The Interwoven Pavilion is intended only to have a temporary physical presence, through the 
intertwining of the small and large, formal and social, it will leave a lasting imprint on visitors.  

Formally, at the macro level, the Interwoven Pavilion is reminiscent of the weightless plastic bag, loose in the 
wind, which is ubiquitous in the urban environment. The unified and undulating form invites visitors and 
allows them to realize the magnitude of plastic bags that are in circulation, used once, and then discarded as 
waste.  

At the micro level, the plastic skin offers cover with mixed translucency.  Light breaks through the seams of 
the weave and scatters on the ground while areas of dense weave create large patches of shade.  The 
variations in color reflect the different brands, types and origins of the plastic bag.  From the outside, the 
Interwoven Pavilion appears to be a half-solved puzzle where figures can be made out, but not faces.  Through 
its undulating form, woven skin and array of colors, the pavilion attracts visitors to inspect and wonder.  

Form alone does not define the pavilion; it stems from the participation of the public and awareness of the 
public to the plastic recycling efforts and more particularly, the need to quit treating plastic bags as something 
which can be easily discarded without consequence.  

Socially, on the micro level, individuals are asked to contribute plastic bags to the construction of the 
pavilion.  Using social network vehicles, such as Facebook and Twitter, collection events can be established 
sporadically throughout the city.  The collection events can be informal and impromptu by texting people 
locations and times.  After collection, the once "disposable" plastic bags will be transformed into woven 
panels.  Panels will be stitched to other panels to form the skin for the pavilion.  At the end of the summer, 
a portion of the woven panels will be transformed into long-lasting reusable bags, Interwoven Bags, and 
re-distributed to many of the contributors of the The Interwoven Pavilion.  The bags become a daily 
reminder of the efforts of the pavilion to reduce the use and disposal of plastic bags.  In a small way, the 
Interwoven bags also foreclose the need for new production of plastic bags, and serve as a lasting reminder 
of the ideals of the Interwoven Pavilion project.

On the macro level, partnerships with green corporations such as Trex, who use recycled plastic bags to 
create composite wood-plastic decking and other exterior building materials, can not only assist in the reuse 
of the the pavilion, but also in the collection of plastic bags through existing collection programs.  In turn, 
the Interwoven Pavilion provides exposure for these green corporations.  

The Interwoven Pavilion stands not only as a representation of the recycling efforts, but it is the product of 
real progress in plastic bag recycling.
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380 billion plastic bags

380 billion plastic bags 10,000 bags 10,000 bags12.5 bags/woven panel 20 panels/section = 250 bags
40 section/pavilion = 10,000 bags

10,000 bags = amount 10 
people use per year

100 billion are shopping bags

93 billion go to landfills

7 billion get recycled

1.8%

*

*

* Source: Environmental Protection Agency
epa.gov/osw/nonhaz/municipal/index.htm

www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/materials/plastics.htm

{COLLECTION} {TRANSITION} {TRANSFORMATION} {DISSEMINATION}{NEW LIFE OF THE PLASTIC BAG}

{UNFORTUNATE LIFE OF THE PLASTIC BAG}

LANDFILL

MICRO-PARTICIPATION:
Collection of plastic bags through social 
networking vehicles.

MACRO-PARTICIPATION:
Parnerting with green companies who focus 
on the reuse of plastic bags into sustainable 
building materials. 

INTERWOVEN PAVILION:
The Interwoven Pavilion signifies the 
multitude of non-biodegradable plastic bags 
that typically go to landfills while also 
standing as a representation of the ability to 
transform these bags into useful structures 
and products.

THE WOVEN PANELS:
Collected bags will be sorted, cut up and 
rewoven into modular panels.

According to the EPA, 380 billion plastic bags are used in the US every year and only 1.8% of those are recycled.  The 
remaining 98.2% of those bags are discarded and sent to the landfill.  Plastic bags are made from polyethylene - made 
from oil - which is non-biodegradable and non-renewable.  Therefore, the space they take up in a landfill will only 
accumulate over time.   The Interwoven Pavilion will use approximately 10,000 plastic bags - or the number of bags 10 
people discard every year.  This number allows the pavilion to be constructed with only a small portion of NYC's 8.4 
million population contributing plastic bags.  

The life of the plastic bag is both short and harmful.  The Interwoven Pavilion extends the life of the plastic bag and 
promotes new alternatives to its ending.  The new life of the plastic bag begins with the various events hosted throughout 
the city, which transforms into the summer pavilion, and then to long-lasting bags and building products.   Still, its end is 
not final.  The story of the Interwoven Pavilion will be remembered by expanding the awareness of recycling plastic bags 
and reducing their presence in the landfill.



INTERWEAVING THE PAVILION 

PUBLIC INTERWEAVING

WATER-WEIGHT

PLARN
1. Flatten and fold plastic bag.  

2. Cut off the bottom and handles.  

3. Cut the remaining bag into 1" strips.  

4. Loop each strip to another to create a continuous string of plarn. 

SINGLE UNIT 
1. Set up tacks on a board and stretch plastic loops around each point. 

2. Add one loop every 1".

3. Using plarn as "weft", weave over and under each "warp" strand.

4. Continue weaving until full 18"x18" unit is created.

MOBILE WEAVING JIG
1. Mark both sides of board every 1".

2. Hammer small nails every 1".

3. Using plarn as "weft", weave over and under each "warp" strand.

4. Continue weaving until full 18"x18" unit is created.

PHASE ONE

{SORTING BY COLOR} {BI-COLOR WOVEN UNIT} {PANELS BY COLOR} {COLORED SECTIONS OF THE PAVILION}

ATL

LA NY

DC
CHI

{COLLECTION OF PLASTIC BAGS}
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A large part of creating the plastic skin of the pavilion can be done off-site beginning with the collection and sorting of bags.  The lightweight and compact nature 
of the bags make it easy to mail hundreds of bags in a small box.  Thus, collecting is not limited to one city or one time.  Collection events can be established in 
various cities throughout the country.  The accumulated bags from each event can be mailed to a central location and sorted by color.  Individuals can also mail 
in their own collection of plastic bags if they cannot attend a collection event.  

Once sorted, these bags will be cut into strips and prepped for weaving.  White is the most dominate color of plastic bags, and therefore will be consistently used 
as the "warp" for each woven unit.  A continuous thread of plastic bags, or plarn, acts as the "weft" and will be created by interlocking colored bags.  The 
bi-colored weave creates a dual perception.  In terms of color, the vividness of the "weft" dominates.  While in terms of of texture, the dual colors enhance the 
intricacy of the weave.  The pavilion is dual in nature on a larger scale as well--it is both a monolith and a part of many.



INTERWEAVING THE PAVILION 

PUBLIC INTERWEAVING

WATER-WEIGHT

PHASE TWO
Certain sections of the pavilion remain as unfinished weaves.  The remainder of the weaving is to be completed by visitors.  The pavilion will 
provide the "warp" while the participants will add the "weft" over time.  The weft can be plastic bags, cut into plarn or uncut, and woven into 
the given warp of cables.  The participant decides the technique, color, and pattern, thereby creating a unique patchwork of textures.
The character of the pavilion changes as people continue to weave.   Over time, the colors of the original weave will begin to fade, but at the 
same time, new vibrant colors will arise from the newly woven sections.   Public participation breathes new life into the pavilion.  The pavilion  
actively promotes reuse by engaging the public in weaving.  

{VISITORS BRINGING BAGS} {PUBLIC WEAVING AREAS} {NEW WOVEN PATTERN}

{TRANSFORMATION OVER TIME}

day 1

day 30

day 60

day 90



INTERWEAVING THE PAVILION 

PUBLIC INTERWEAVING

WATER-WEIGHT
The lightweight nature of the pavilion requires a certain amount of weight to resist the forces of wind.  The limitations of 
the site restrict penetrating the ground with deep ground anchors.  The issues of transportation prevent the use of heavy 
concrete or steel ballast.  However, bottles of water provide a ballast which is both easy to move to the site and does not 
require ground penetration.

Large plastic water bottles, such as those used and distributed by Ice Mountain or Poland Spring, are reused 
approximately 25 times and then sent to the recycling center.  Our pavilion proposes using these bottles one more time 
before being recycled.  Empty water bottles will be transported to the site and filled on location.  By strapping several 
water bottles to the frame of our deck, the deck acts as a large ballast for our pavilion.   At the end of the summer, the 
water can be used to water plants on site and the container can be recycled into composite building materials.

{EMPTY WATER BOTTLES} {FILLED ON SITE} {STRAPPED TO DECK FRAMING }

{RESISTANCE LOADS PER SECTION} {WATER BOTTLE AS BALLAST}

{WATERING PLANTS} {RECYCLED AS BUILDING MATERIAL}
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SITE & PROGRAM
The lightweight nature of the pavilion requires a certain amount of weight to resist the 
forces of wind.  The wind direction and sun path influence both  the orientation and 
programming of the pavilion.  Wind is the primary force to resist in our pavilion.  The 
prevailing wind direction for New York City blows from the southwest.  To minimize 
the wind load on the surface, the short end of the pavilion faces toward the wind. 

Because glare and shade can affect vision and comfort of performers and viewers, the 
stage and seating areas are covered and perpendicular to the sun's path.  Visitors 
arriving by ferry or driving on Division Road will find entries directly off their major 
paths indicated by fins.  In addition, to prevent conflicts and congestion, weaving areas 
are located away from entryways and the performance area.

The decked areas not only respond to the amount of ballast below, but also respond to 
the programs of the pavilion.  Entryways are ramped for accessibility.  A larger 
platform is given to the stage area.  A platform that stretches outside and inside the 
pavilion allows for weaving at either side.  Furthermore, as an alternative to sitting on 
the ground, the deck provides a slightly elevated area for lounging and relaxing. 
   

sun path

elev 1
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$1,000 $2,000 $3,000$2,000 $4,000

total: $20,000BUDGET

$2,000 $6,000
pvc pipe & 
fittings

collection 
costs general conditionstransportation steel cable & fittings lumbercontingency

COLUMN BASE:
PVC pipes connected to 
continuous base with 
snap-on fitting

2-1/4" sch. 80 
3/4" sch. 40 

2" x 3/4" PVC 
bushing

3/4" snap-on 
tee

CABLE TIE DOWN: 
steel cables at each 
column tightened by  
turnbuckle & attached 
to framing with eyebolt

1/4" wire rope steel eyebolt
8" hook & eye 

turnbuckle

BALLAST:
recycled 5 gallon water 
containers lashed to 
deck framing with cable

5-gallon water 
containers

snap-on water 
container lids 1/4" wire rope

COLUMN TOP:
PVC pipes with holes 
drilled to allow cable to 
pass through & zip-tied 
to Interwoven skin

2-1/4" schedule 
80 PVC4" zip ties

STAGE:
salvaged wood framing 
and decking to provide 
continuous ballast and 
surfaces for seating and 
performing

2x6 framing & 
1x6 decking

2x6 framing &

WOVEN PANELS:
panels woven from 
plastic bags contributed 
by the public

18"x18" woven 
unit

1/4" wire rope steel eyebolt

WEAVING CABLES:
vertical cables connected 
to decking with fittings

COMPONENTS
& DETAILS

ENTRY FINS:
fins covered with plastic 
and layered with graphic 
information; the fins 
signify the entry area 
and inform visitors of 
the materiality of the 
pavilion

plasbagsplasplas
arebagsg



1 2 3{MARK SITE FROM CENTRAL ORIGIN} {CONNECT BASE RING} {POSITION FITTINGS AND POSTS}

{FRAME DECKING RADIALLY} {ATTACH BALLAST TO FRAMING} {TENSION CABLES AND RINGS}

{LAY SECTIONS OF DECKING} {CONNECT WEAVING CABLES} {SKIN WITH WOVEN PLASTIC BAGS}

The pavilion uses a tension cable system as the framework of the woven plastic skin.  The entire pavilion will be anchored to the 
deck which acts as a ballast.  PVC pipes, acting in compression, connect to a base ring at the ground.  A system of cables connects 
a flexible inner PVC ring to the rigid PVC posts and anchor to the deck.  A ring of cable ties the PVC posts together laterally.  

The framing for the deck contains notches to engage the base ring and fasteners to connect to the cables.   These frames can be 
fabricated and assembled off-site prior to installation on Governors Island.  Water-bottle ballasts can be filled on location and 
strapped to the deck frame.  All PVC pipes, fittings, cable, and fasteners are "off the shelf" and can be purchased at any hardware 
store. 

The majority of the plastic skin can also be prefabricated off site.  A series of woven units will be stitched together to create long 
panels.  These panels can then be draped and tied to the pavilion frame.  To disassemble the pavilion, the ties to the frame and 
stitching between panels can be cut.  A selection of woven panels will be maintained for reconstruction into reusable bags.   

All parts of the pavilion can be recycled and reused at both the macro and micro levels.  At the macro level, the plastic bags, plastic 
bottles and wood decking can be recycled as composite plastic-wood building materials.  PVC pipes and fittings and steel cables can 
be purchased at a hardware store and returned to a recycling company.  At the micro level, the woven plastic bags will become 
reusable bags with the cables used for handles and reinforcement.   PVC pipes can be reused in building construction by plumbers.  
And the water drained from the bottles will feed local plants and foliage.

4 5 6

7 8 9

CONSTRUCTING 
THE 
PAVILION
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Site Diagrams with
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Program Diagrams with
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and 
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